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North to beat South in Guineas 

The race is one of the most important during 
the Cape summer season, the grade 1 Cape 
Guineas, which has been won by numerous 
top-notch performers. 
 
Bookmakers have unbeaten Malmoos as the 
favourite but in recent weeks several Mike de 
Kock runners (Queen Supreme last weekend) 
have drifted in the market, so it could pay to 
wait till closer to “off time”. 
 
Let’s see how the principals shape up. 
 
Trainers: Both Vaughan Marshall (Seeking 
The Stars) and De Kock (Malmoos) are  
household names in racing. Both can boast  
numerous grade 1 successes. 

Jockeys: Both Luke Ferraris (Malmoos) and 
Luyolo Mxothwa (Seeking The Stars) are  
unbeaten on their respective mounts. They are 
in seventh and twelfth place n the national  
jockeys’ log. 
 
Draw: The two three-year-olds are drawn next 
to each other — a little wide, so no advantage 
here. 
 
Times: In 1,400m races, Seeking The Stars’ 
best time is 84.54sec and Malmoos is almost 
identical at 84.57. On times, it is pretty much a 
dead heat. 
 
Distance: Malmoos has won over 1,600m 
while Seeking The Stars is trying (to Page 2) 

In rugby terms, it’s Western Province vs the Blue Bulls in a Currie Cup clash at Newlands. 
The equine version takes place on Saturday just down the road at Kenilworth with Seeking 
The Stars (28-10 with gggaming.bet) representing the home side and Malmoos (15-10)  
making the trip from the highveld, writes David Mollett.          

Mike de Kock and Luke Ferraris after Malmoos won the Grade 2 Concorde Cup at Kenilworth. Pic-Wayne Marks. 
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beat Driving Miss Daisy. Adam Marcus’s filly 
should be cherry ripe in her third run back from 
a break. 
 
Nevertheless, I wouldn’t want to risk the turkey 
money on this race as all eight runners can be 
given some sort of chance. 
 
Courtesy of Business Day. 

 

the trip for the first time. However, on the 
strength of his five lengths win last time out it’s 
unlikely the extra 200m will find him out. 
 
So it’s a tough call for any pundit to make a  
selection, but there’s one important point which 
has resulted in this column siding with  
Malmoos: His Concorde Stakes win at  
Kenilworth on November 21 came only three 
weeks after the Captain Al colt’s victory in the 
Graham Beck Stakes at Turffontein. 
 
Malmoos went into the Cape race following a 
long road trip from the highveld so, in the  
circumstances, De Kock had to be well pleased 
with his performance. 
 
Now Malmoos has had four weeks to settle into 
his new surroundings and should be at the top 
of his game for his first venture into grade 1 
company. 
 
It could be a mistake thinking it is a two-horse 
affair as Rascallion (9-2), stablemate of Seek-
ing The Stars, has been far from friendless in 
the ante-post market. The second Marshall  
runner by Vercingetorix, he has the advantage 
of gate two. That makes life easier for his pilot, 
Aldo Domeyer. 
 
Whatever his fate on Rascallion, Domeyer 
should not be far away in the grade 2 Peninsula 
Handicap in which he partners Sovereign Spirit 
for trainer Candice Bass-Robinson. 
 
The last time this race was run, the Dynasty 
gelding was drawn 16 out of 16, but this time 
he’s drawn gate four and — as Bass-Robinson 
thought enough of him to run him in last  
season’s grade 1 Champions Cup — he can 
reward each-way support. 
 
With the early favourite Sachdev drawn near 
the highway, Anton Marcus’s mount Sing Out 
Loud, jumping from pole position, is named as 
the biggest danger. Others very much in the 
mix are Nexus (bad draw), Hudoo Magic, Love 
Happens and Seventh Gear. The latter is also 
badly drawn but could be the best “roughie”. 
 
In the grade 3 Victress Stakes, we could  
possibly get a repeat of last season’s Cape  
Fillies Guineas in which Mississippi Burning 

North to beat South in Guineas—from page 1 

 Molly’s Kenilworth Selections 
 

CAPE GUINEAS 
1 (2) Malmoos 
2 (1) Seeking The Stars 
3 (5) Rascallion 
4 (8) The Gatekeeper 
 
PENINSULA HANDICAP 
1 (7) Sovereign Spirit 
2 (8) Sing Out Loud 
3 (9) Seventh Gear 
4 (5) Sachdev 
 
VICTRESS STAKES 
1 (1) Mississippi Burning 
2 (5) Driving Miss Daisy 
3 (4) Sleeping Single 
4 (2) Silvano’s Pride 

Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353 

joknowles.ems@gmail.com 

FILL A SPACE LIKE THIS, HERE, 
FOR THE PRICE OF A FACE MASK! 

mail: editor@turftalk.co.za 
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Tomorrow Luyolo “Louis” Mxothwa goes 
into a Grade 1 with a realistic winning 
chance for the first time. And the likeable 
rider intends to make the most of his  
opportunity on Seeking The Stars in the 
Cape Guineas. 
 
“I’m very excited, but not nervous. My horse 
has done nothing wrong and I have a lot of 
confidence in him. It’s as simple as that. The 
1600m will be no problem. It’s obviously a 
strong field but we have a fighting chance,” 
commented the down-to-earth 27-year-old 
while en-route to Fairview this morning.    
 
And why not. With a mark of 117, the  
Vercingetorix colt is rated 3 points superior to 
next best handicapped Malmoos, and he has 
scored dominant front-running victories in both 
the Grade 3 Cape Classic and CTS Ready-To-
Run Stakes coming into this race. He has 
something of a Variety Club feel about him,  

although there is a long way to go before  
scaling those heights.  
 
Louis’ previous best at this level has been a 
couple of sixths. Arniston in this race on his 
very first try back in 2014 behind Joey  
Ramsden’s Act Of War. And Atyaab, who ran a 
gallant race to Summer Pudding in the recent 
WSB Summer Cup. 
 
He also rides Herodotus in the Peninsula 
Handicap among tomorrow’s other features.  
“I was second on him to Belgarion in this same 
race in January this year. He’s not the most 
consistent, but it’s a wide open event.” 
 
Louis is currently on track to have his best  
season ever, with an impressive 32 wins and 
13.6% strike rate: “My aim for the season is to 
finish in the top ten. And to get my first Grade 1 
victory of course…”, he concludes with a laugh.   
  -tt 

Louis Seeking first Grade 1 
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Hollie Doyle's odds of winning BBC Sports 
Personality of the Year have been slashed 
after a huge gamble. The record-breaking 
jockey is now as short as 8-1 to take home 
the prize. 

Doyle's chances of winning SPOTY have  
improved dramatically amid a surge of support.  
 
And bookies predict her odds - which were a 
huge 33-1 just recently - will keep falling before 
Sunday's vote as support pours in. 
 
Doyle has been thrust into superstardom in 
2020 and is the only woman on the list, headed 
by 1-4 favourite Lewis Hamilton. 
 
But bookies said the surge of support from the 
racing community that preceded AP McCoy's 
win in 2010 could be seen again. 
 
Ladbrokes' Jon Lees said: "It has become clear 
in the last few days that there is a campaign 
building behind Hollie Doyle. 
 
"Today we have seen the beginnings of a  
gamble. We know from past experience how  
effectively racing can come together, as when 
Sir AP McCoy won the award ten years ago. 
 

"Since the nominations were announced she 
has kept herself in the spotlight, becoming the 
first woman to ride a winner in at Hong Kong's 
International Jockeys' Championship and she is 
closing in on 150 winners for 2020." 
 
And Paddy Power spokesman Paul Binfield 
said: "The racing family has got behind one of 
its own before in AP McCoy in 2010 and  
marvellously, once again, a huge campaign has 
been triggered to allow Hollie to emulate 'the 
champ'." 
 
Doyle is now third favourite behind 13-2  
snooker legend Ronnie O'Sullivan. 
 
While heavyweight boxing champ Tyson Fury -
who is taking legal action against the BBC to 
remove himself from the shortlist - can be 
backed at around 16-1. 
 

Liverpool and England star Jordan Henderson, 
England cricketer Stuart Broad and motorbike 
rider Jonathan Rea complete the shortlist. 
 
SPOTY will be aired at 8pm on Sunday night 
and voting will take place during the live show. 
 
thesun.co.uk 
 

Campaign building for Hollie Doyle  
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          The home of   Horizon (SAF), by Dynasty 

After watching three Group One winners – 
and the enormous prize money associated 
with them – slip through his fingers in the 
past six weeks, Christophe Soumillon could 
be forgiven for wallowing in self pity. 
 
If testing positive to Covid-19 just days before 
Tarnawa and Order Of Australia won their  
respective Breeders’ Cup events in the USA 
wasn’t enough, the Belgian ace was forced to 
watch on as Normcore captured the Hong Kong 
Cup after a testing irregularity delayed his  
release from quarantine. 
 
Given the circumstances, racing fans had  
plenty of sympathy for Soumillon after back-to-
back gut punches, but the man himself is  
maintaining perspective. 

  
“There are some people who are very sick and 
couldn’t get better after the disease so it 
doesn’t matter – it’s just racing in the end, Sure 
there was some big prize money but I work 
hard enough to know that if I keep going like 
this I will find some other big winners in the  
future. I lost something but I learned different 
things – it’s going to make me stronger at the 
end of the day. 
 
“Unfortunately the rules are the rules, I tested 
positive in the US. This year I have already lost 
Breeders’ Cups, I could have won the French 
Derby, I could have won the Arc – I could have 

won many big races but I couldn’t be on the 
horse at the right time. Sometimes it was  
because we didn’t make the greatest decision 
and sometimes because of Covid-19.” 
 
That positive attitude has won Soumillon plenty 
of admirers and the fact he has missed out on 
winners – he was also booked for Lucky Patch 
last Sunday – is a reminder that his judgement 
is spot on again. 
  
“I knew they were going to run well and  
probably win. I was even ready to see Admire 
Mars fighting a bit with Golden Sixty, but that 
didn’t happen,” he said. “Last Wednesday at 
Happy Valley I lost five winners. I knew I had 
good rides.” 
 
After clearing all the testing hurdles, the 10-
time champion jockey of France returned to 
trackwork on Thursday before taking part in the 
Happy Valley trials on Friday morning. He’s 
feeling good and ready to make up for lost time. 
“I’m really happy to get out of [quarantine], now 
I can really do what I love every day – riding 
horses and competing with other jockeys,” he 
said. “I’m very excited to be racing on Sunday. 
I’m fit and ready to go. 
 
“The good thing is that because I was locked 
up for nearly three weeks I had the time to look 
at the races properly and analyse every horse’s 
trackwork. I am fully booked until January 1 so I 
have had a lot of good support from owners 
and trainers, I just hope now the luck comes 
back. 
 
The 39-year-old, who has 110 Hong Kong  
winners to his name, is optimistic about his 
chances at Sha Tin on Sunday: “I think Ballistic 
King is probably my best of the day,” Soumillon 
said. “We don’t have the best draw but the 
horse looks to be in form, he  
wasn’t beaten far the past few races. I think 
he’s going to run well.” www.scmp.com 

Soumillon not sorry for himself   


